uvex
CBR65
and
CBR75
The ideal tint for the
construction industry
Whether in bright or overcast conditions,
your team is exposed to frequently
changing light conditions - causing to
eye fatigue.
The uvex CBR65 and uvex CBR75 safety
spectacles are the ideal solution: the
tint provides reliable protection against
bright light and also ensures optimum visibility when working in shady
conditions.

uvex CBR65 / CBR75
Contrast

Bluelight reduction

Relaxed vision

65/75% transmission

For clear and accurate vision in
every situation - even in diffuse
and changing light conditions

Protection against harmful
radiation from blue light - e.g.
ideal for night work with bright
floodlights

Reduce eye fatigue, even during
extended period of use - improve concentration and enhance
attention.

Optimum protection against
sun glare - yet bright enough for
working in shady conditions

The ideal tint for the construction industry
uvex pheos cx2 CBR65
Reliable protection against construction dust

uvex sportstyle CBR75
Stylish, lightweight design

soft inside

innovative lens
geometry

hard outside

X-tended eye shield
The soft component connected directly
onto the lens offers additional protection and comfort

Outstanding fit
Extremely soft and adjustable nose
piece for customised fit.

X-Twist technology
Ergonomic adjustment to all head shapes thanks to the slight spring effect of
the side arms

Maximum wearer comfort
uvex duo component technology with a
soft inside and hard outside

Optimum ventilation
The functional safety spectacles provide a pleasant and relaxed environment
around the eyes
9198-065
Frame:
Standard:
Lens:

uvex pheos cx2 CBR65
white, black
AS/NZS 1337.1
CBR65, 65 % VLT cat. 1
uvex supravision excellence

Lens coating from uvex
uvex supravision excellence
• permanently anti-fog on the inside
• extreme scratch on the outside
• easy to clean due to the
use of nano-technology
For more information please call us on 1800 815 790 or send an email to
products@uvex.com.au
uvex pheos cx2 and uvex sportstyle are suitable for use by some trades in the
construction industry. Please refer to your risk assessment.

Lightweight and flexible
The safety spectacles weigh just 23
grams and adjust to individual head
shapes
9193-065
Frame:
Standard:
Scheibe:

uvex sportstyle CBR75
white. black
AS/NZS 1337.1
CBR75, 75 % VLT cat 1
uvex supravision excellence

